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The Problem with names in TAMU’s digital 
repository (OAKTrust) : Lack of disambiguation!
• Same or different person?
Smith, John
Smith, John
• Is “Wang, P.” the same person as any of the following:
Wang, Ping
Wang, Peng
Wang, Pingshu
Wang, PS?
Same or Different Person?: Lack of 
consistency leads to conflict!
Clicking on this name will not link to any of 
his other “name variants” in OAKTrust:
-Wagner, Norbert
-Wagner Nortbert [sic]
The DAMEName working group (DAME=Digital 
Asset Management Ecoystem) 
• A working group was formed in 2018 to make recommendations 
for a “robust name authority system for Texas A&M affiliates and 
entities,” including:
– A standard approach (e.g., ISNI, ORCIDs), etc. alongside a newly minted 
URI-based identifier
– A name application, if applicable
– Basic technical needs for implementation
– Estimated time/effort to implement the solution
– Evaluate VIVO a a potential authority file system
– Priorities among the need for authorities for A&M faculty members, staff, 
students, colleges, departments, etc.
• While we did not rule out names of organizations, colleges and 
departments, etc. or subjects, our focus was on PERSONAL 
NAMES as the FIRST step
Activities of the working group (Phase I: June to 
December 2018, Phase 2: January 2019 to the 
present)
• Conducted a literature review
• Reviewed existing standards for authority control and 
identifiers (focusing on persons)
• Examined existing “name apps”
– NAMES (University of North Texas) 
– CEDAR (University of Houston)
– Others
• Developed use cases (i.e., what would we like our app to 
do?)
• Recommended building our OWN app
• Explored and developed proposal for infrastructure and data 
sources for the app
Purposes of proposed app:
• To serve as a tool for library personnel to manage identities 
in our DAME
– Every new name that gets input into IR should get minted with unique 
URI in the app (UUID)
– Identify names for clean-up and reconciliation in the IR
• To serve as a tool for metadata providers in OAKTrust and 
other repositories in our DAME to consistently select names 
that accurately identify and disambiguate authors 
• To allow users of TAMU repositories to identify authors (and 
eventually organizational entities and subjects)
What should be stored in the app?  At a 
MINIMUM, it should include:
• Unique identifier (UUID)
• “Canonical” name (“Murry, Robert D.)
• Name variants (“Murray, Bob”, “Murray, Bobby”)
• Links to external sources
– We are actually managing IDENTITIES rather than NAMES!
• The unique URI (the UUID) is the central component that ties all name 
variants and links to external identifiers together
Things we would like our “authority control” 
app to do:
• Mint unique URI (using UUIDs) for each person in our repository
– That can be re-used by other components within our DAME (e.g., 
Fedora, Avalon, Spotlight, possibly FOLIO?, etc.).
– Eventually, would like to link these URIs with ones associated with each 
digital “item” a person created or contributed to answer the question: 
“Show me all of this person’s works, despite form of name.”
• Allow searching of both canonical name and name variants of 
each person or entity, in addition to retrieval via UUID
– App should cluster variants to answer the question: “Do I have all of this 
person’s works despite form of name”?
• Disambiguate names for metadata providers and repository users 
so they can identify which name matches person being searched 
for
– To answer the question: “Is this the person that I am searching for?”  
– Use of contextual information 
Things we would like our “authority control” 
app to do (continued):
• Identify names that need to be disambiguated (i.e., 
reconciled) after they are input into the IR
• Enable metadata providers to select appropriate names at 
the point of entering metadata to ensure consistency
– Via “type aheads” or drop-down lists that would provide choices that 
display the “canonical” form of name  (plus additional contextual 
data?) 
– To do this, names in the app would need to be accessible to:
• Authors who self-submit their works and metadata into OAKTrust (via 
Manakin self-submission form or Vireo ETD management software)
• People who do NOT utilize a user interface when supplying metadata for 
the IR (e.g., spreadsheets for batch ingests)
Things we would like our “authority control” 
app to do (continued):
• Our ultimate goal: Enable users (e.g.., “the public”) to 
identify names of authors, etc. when searching our IR
– Via similar “type ahead” or drop-down list used for metadata 
providers
– Need user interface  that will allow them to access names in the app 
with enough disambiguating information for them to tell “This is the 
author I’m looking for” and retrieve all of their works.
• The challenge of relying upon Solr indexing

“Data Aggregation Micro-service”: Where will 
disambiguating data come from?
• It will link to multiple external sources of linked data, including 
Scholars (our local VIVO instance)
• Some possibilities that ranked the highest by the DAMEName
working group:
– Library of Congress National Authority File (LCNAF)
– ISNI (International Standard Identifier)
– ORCID
– VIAF (Virtual International Authority File)
– Scopus
• Other ones we looked at:
— Researcher ID — MS Academic
— Wikidata — Dimensions
— Google Scholar
Criteria for including external identifiers in this 
sevice (Starred ones from Lee, D.J. & Stvilla, B. (2014))
• Most important:
– Uniqueness*
– Persistence*
– Compatibility*
– Actionability/Resolvability*
• Other things we considered: 
– Interoperability*
– Verifiability*
– Controlling/gatekeeping body (e.g., PCC, ISNI Quality Team, etc.)
– API provided?
– Support RDF?
– Security*
– Whether service is commercial vs. free
– Whether service is nonprofit


Issues to be resolved in the future:
• Should canonical name in the app be unique?
– Or should we just display names with contextual data pulled in from 
elsewhere?
• What contextual data can be used for disambiguation?
– Some possibilities: date of birth, university affiliation data (college or 
department, title or status), subject areas, publication titles, etc.)
– Will we control for colleges and departments? (establish as separate 
entities in the app?
• Where will  contextual data used to disambiguate names 
come from?  
– Some possibilities: VIVO Scholars database at TAMU, LDAP TAMU 
directory, external linked data sources (ORCID, ISNI, etc.).
– Include “disambiguation” metadata field where info can be manually 
input (similar to University of North Texas’ name app)? 
Issues to be resolved (continued):
• What will user interface look like for librarians/staff performing 
reconciliation? For metadata providers who will utilize the app?
• Where will canonical name come from for people not in TAMU’s 
Scholars database or LDAP?
– LCNAF? Other external sources for identifiers? (ORCID, ISNI, etc.)?
– What about people  (e.g., historical, deceased persons) who aren’t 
included in any of these sources? How can we do a “local” name authority 
for them?
• How will app interact with the public interface of repositories 
within the TAMU DAME?
– App is meant as a tool for metadata providers and librarians who 
reconcile names, but can users of the IR benefit from contextual data it 
can “link out” to?
– Maybe a link from name in IR to a knowledge card that utilizes links inside 
the app to pull in data from external sources?
Issues to be resolved (continued):
• How to deal with name changes?
– Treat as name variants or mint new identifier within the app for 
them?
– Associate each name with dates when each name was used?
– Persons vs. organizations
Next steps:
• Develop a prototype (projected date: July 2019)
• Test the prototype on selected collections
– Clean up names in collection prior to the test (typographical errors)
– Initial test collections consist of names of TAMU faculty known to be in 
our Scholars/VIVO database:
• Current faculty publications (estimated time: 1 month)
• Current these and dissertations (estimated time: 2-3 months)
– Run the names through the app 
• Analyze results of the test 
– What are problems with the app that need to be tweaked?
– What proportion of names need human review and reconciliation by 
metadata librarians/staff?  
– What are the frequencies of different types of problems? How much work 
does cleaning them up involve? (Implications for staffing & workflows)
In the future, we hope to :
• Test other collections
– Including ones with names not in Scholars/VIVO database or LDAP, as well 
as older ones where names may not be represented in any external 
authorities
– How to handle historical names with no information to disambiguate 
them? (e.g., “Steward, T. S.”)  Should we only disambiguate if no conflict?
• Explore how information from app will look on the “human 
readable” side for metadata creators and IR users and how they 
will interact with it
• Plan how to deal with legacy data
• Eventually connect personal identities with their works in the IR
• Eventually include other types of entities in the app besides 
people (e.g., organizations, subjects)
Questions?
My contact info:  jaho@library.tamu.edu
